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Abstract
The lemma is one of the core terms in lexicography. It is the lexicographical item that users of paper dictionaries 
normally utilise to look for the dictionary article that can help them satisfy their information need, and lexicographers 
consider the lemma an essential and indispensable part of a lexicographical tool. However, as new technologies are 
continuously being developed and many dictionaries (or lexicographical data) are incorporated into other kinds of 
digital tools, e.g. writing software and e-readers, it is necessary to re-examine the notion of lemma because these 
changes have consequences for the definition of this term. Furthermore, research into the operative function – one of 
the main functions in the lexicographical function theory – has shown that the lemma should not only be associated with 
words, but also other types of needs than those related to linguistic signs, something which e-dictionaries more easily 
are able to accommodate compared to paper-based dictionaries. This contribution, therefore, re-examines the lemma 
and investigates its role in e-dictionaries, and it suggests a provisional definition of this core lexicographical term that 
is applicable in e-dictionaries and in digital tools based on lexicographical data.
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1.  Introduction
Discussions about the definition of lemma are not new (see e.g. Wiegand 1983), and all textbooks 
and handbooks on lexicography dedicate either a section or a whole chapter to the description of 
the lemma, explaining the different ways it can be incorporated into lexicographical tools (see 
e.g. Atkins/Rundell 2008: 160-199; Svensén 2009: 93-108). However, though a number of recent 
books on lexicography have focussed on lexicography in the digital era, e.g. Fuertes-Olivera/
Bergenholtz (2011) and Granger/Paquot (2012), none of these have discussed what a lemma is 
when we look at it through the lens of digital technology. Furthermore, if we combine this digital 
lens with a function-theoretical lens (see e.g. Tarp 2008), even more critical questions arise to the 
traditional definitions of the lemma. Therefore, such points will be highlighted and discussed in 
this contribution. Firstly, I will present two traditional definitions of the lemma (Section 2), and 
secondly, based on the highlighted components of these definitions, I will provide some examples 
and new descriptions of the lemma from a technological and a functional perspective (Sections 
3-5). Finally, I will suggest a tentative definition of lemma that incorporates the points discussed 
throughout this contribution and which is applicable in e-tools (Section 6).
2.	 	Traditional	Definitions
A definition of lemma is typically provided in handbooks on lexicography, and many of these 
definitions resemble each other. The definitions presented below are representative examples 
from two dictionaries of lexicography, and they will form the point of departure for the re-
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examination of this term provided in this contribution. The first one is a definition from Dictionary 
of Lexicography published in 1998:
Definition	1
The position at which an entry can be located and found in the structure of a REFERENCE 
WORK. The relationships of the lemma in the reference work are two-way: within the overall 
(e.g. alphabetical) MACROSTRUCTURE it constitutes the point of ACCESS where the compiler 
can place and the user can find the information listed; within the MICROSTRUCTURE it esta-
blishes the ‘topic’ on which the rest of the entry is a ‘comment’, e.g. the definition of the HEAD-
WORD.
Some authorities favour including all information preceding the definition within the notion of the 
lemma, i.e. all ‘formal’ items such as spelling, pronunciation and grammar, while others use the 
terms as a synonym for ‘headword’ or even the whole ENTRY. (Hartmann and James 1998: 83)
       
As expressed in the last part of this definition, lexicographers place themselves in either one of two 
camps according to what is included in the lemma: (1) the lemma functions as the guiding element 
(the headline) of a dictionary entry and is the primary treatment unit, and different information 
categories (e.g. grammar, orthography and definition) enable the user to retrieve lexicographical 
information about the lemma (e.g. Bergenholtz/Tarp 1994: 11; Gouws 2003: 36; Atkins/Rundell 
2008: 162; Svensén 2009: 93-94); and (2) a lemma consists of everything preceding the first 
explanation or sense number in an entry – thus, it often contains information on orthography, 
spelling, inflection and etymology (e.g. Zgusta 1971: 249-252; Ilson 1988: 73). For sense number 
one, lemma and headword (or entry word, look-up word or keyword) are synonymous, and this is 
the most frequent use of the term, especially in contemporary meta-lexicography. This sense also 
corresponds to the second definition, which is from Nordic Lexicographical Dictionary published 
in 1997 (my translation):
Definition	2
lemma the expressional aspect of the linguistic sign, which introduces a dictionary article
– Lemma (Latin plural form: lemmata) is the meta-lexicographical term applied to what in 
workshop language and in the outside matter of dictionaries is called headword or entry word. 
Through the lemma, you find the entry you are looking for as the lemma also functions as a kind of 
heading to the entry. Except for cases such as proper nouns, etc., one specific form of the linguistic 
sign is usually chosen as the lemma, making this lemma form represent the full linguistic sign. In 
Western lexicographical tradition, nouns are normally lemmatised in the indefinite singular form, 
verbs in the infinitive and adjectives in the indefinite form, though a few dictionaries apply a 
different approach.  In case of inflectional paradigms with word forms that deviate much from the 
lemma form, e.g. forms with umlaut or vowel shift, these forms may be included in the lemma list. 
In niche and nest articles, the lemma is often presented as an expression to which a tilde is added 
so the form only represents a part of the expressional aspect of the linguistic sign. = headword, 
entry word;  lemma sign; run-on entry. (Bergenholtz et al. 1997: 172)
       
From these two definitions, we see that the most typical topics related to the notion of lemma 
are structuring (macrostructure, microstructure, niching, nesting, etc.), cf. Definition 1, and 
lemmatisation, cf. Definition 2. Two other topics typically raised in relation to the lemma are 
lemma selection and lemma lacuna (see Bergenholtz et al. 1997: 172-174). These topics have, to 
some extent, been discussed in relation to e-dictionaries, e.g. that lemma selection can benefit from 
logfile analyses of user look-ups in e-dictionaries (e.g. Wolfer et al. 2014), and that the lemma 
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stock of an e-dictionary and its entries are not limited by space restrictions (e.g. Tarp/Fuertes-
Olivera 2016: 286-287). However, to this author’s knowledge, no one has really questioned what 
consequences the e-environment has on our traditional understanding of the lemma itself, i.e. an 
understanding that is based on the paper environment. Therefore, in connection to the lemma, 
the following three points and their related sub-points derived from the two above-mentioned 
definitions will be investigated and discussed in this contribution: (1) dictionary structures in 
e-dictionaries, (2) e-dictionary consultation and (3) the “nature” of the lemma. In the following 
three subsections, which will each focus on one of the three points, examples of search options 
and entries from randomly investigated Danish and English e-dictionaries are included to show 
the strengths and weaknesses of these lexicographical solutions and, in some cases, to compare 
these solutions to hypothetical ones. The purpose of presenting these selected examples is to 
demonstrate that existing digitally-based solutions and possible future solutions force us to 
question the traditional definition of the lemma.
3.  Dictionary Structures in E-Dictionaries
3.1 Macrostructure
The lemma is traditionally closely connected to the notions of macrostructure 
and microstructure as it constitutes a type of link between these two types of structures, cf. De-
finition 1. Figure 1 from Hausmann and Wiegand (1989: 329) illustrates a suggested connection 
between microstructure, macrostructure, lemma and entry in a paper dictionary, highlighting their 
interrelatedness. 
Figure 1. The lemma in relation to macro- and microstructure (Hausmann/Wiegand 1989: 329) 
However, in e-lexicography, the concept of macrostructure is not nearly as important or even 
relevant for the discussion about lemmas as it is in relation to paper-based lexicography, at least 
not if we focus on digitally-born dictionaries. We may distinguish between two main ways of 
accessing an e-dictionary, which are connected to the medium of the dictionary and also how 
advanced its design is. The first approach is applicable both in e-dictionaries and paper dictionaries, 
whereas the latter is only applicable in e-dictionaries:
• through an alphabetical list (static or dynamic), i.e. an alphabetical macrostructure
• through a search field 
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Figure 2. Traditional lemma list and a search field in The Danish Dictionary
Figure 2 is a screenshot from the online and digitalised version of The Danish Dictionary, which 
offers both types of search facilities. On the front page, the user accesses a dictionary article 
by writing a word in the search field and clicking the button called “Søg” (Eng. Search). When 
this is done, the dictionary provides the user with the relevant entry to the left on the screen 
together with a list of neighbouring words to the right, i.e., an alphabetical lemma list known 
from paper dictionaries. Above this list, the search field (in a smaller format) and the search word 
are presented. The user can scroll up and down this list and click on a word if he wants to access 
the relevant entry. Though the user is provided with a lemma list, the default access function is 
the search field. In this case, we cannot talk about lemmas in relation to macrostructures in the 
traditional sense because the database cards from which dictionary articles are derived are not 
structured alphabetically or systematically (see Bergenholtz/Nielsen (2013), who explain how 
database cards are technically connected in a lexicographical relational database). Furthermore, 
related terms such as niching and nesting, cf. Definition 2, are somewhat outdated as e-dictionaries 
can easily lemmatise expressions that would traditionally have been considered sublemmas. For 
example, if we consider the idiom kick the bucket, Ordbogen.com’s English-Danish dictionary 
(Jørgensen/Levin 2018) is somewhat old-fashioned as it incorporates this into the same article as 
bucket, in this way following a typical paper-based incorporation and structuring of idioms – in 
this case, the user can either use the search term bucket or the idiom kick the bucket (as in Figure 
3) to derive the same dictionary article with data about this idiom. Instead, in the online Oxford 
Dictionary, kick the bucket is a lemma that heads its own article in the dictionary, i.e., the user 
does not have to assess which word is the most essential one (kick or bucket) in order to find out 
where to look for the idiom in the dictionary (Figure 4). Thus, clearly, certain lexicographical 
terms related to the structuring and ordering of lemmas must be reassessed in an electronic 
environment. For example, the niche-alphabetic macrostructure with its niche entry lemma and 
the nesting macrostructure with its nest entry lemma could be made redundant in an e-dictionary.
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Figure 3. Searching with kick the bucket in Ordbogen.com’s English-Danish dictionary
Figure 4. Searching with kick the bucket in Oxford Dictionary
3.2  Microstructure
From both definitions in Section 2, it can be inferred that lemmas are mandatory in dictionaries: 
The lemma heads the entry, providing the topic to which the rest of the data make a comment; 
i.e., all the data in an article are addressed to and therefore in some way dependent on the lemma. 
This is supported by Gouws (2003: 35), who argues that “[t]he lemma sign entry is the only com-
pulsory entry in a dictionary article […]”, and also by Wiegand (1983: 430) and Wolski (1989: 
363) – the latter writes that “the lemma is a mandatory building block of the text in a dictionary 
article” (my translation). However, more than 10 years ago, Tarp (2008: 110-113) discussed the 
status of the lemma in relation to flexible article structures in lexicographical e-tools. He intro-
duced the term invisible lemma (or zero lemma)  in e-lexicography, that is, a lemma that is not 
directly expressed in the presentation of search results – what in this contribution will be referred 
to as an unmentioned lemma. For example, in many e-dictionaries viewed on a computer screen, 
a search field with the applied search string appears above the entry that is presented as a result of 
this search – in such cases, it is questionable whether the incorporation of the lemma is actually 
necessary or what the relation between the search string and the lemma actually is (see also Sec-
tion 4.2). The e-dictionaries The Danish Meaning Dictionary, Oxford Dictionary and Macmillan 
Dictionary apply three different approaches in their presentation of search strings together with 
the lemma:
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Figure 5. push-up in The Danish Meaning Dictionary
Figure 6. press-up in Oxford Dictionary
Figure 7. press-up in Macmillan Dictionary
In the first example (Figure 5), the user could have managed fine only with the search string, 
i.e., the dictionary could have applied the unmentioned lemma because the search string appears 
close to the data provided and, therefore, the lemma is redundant. The second example (Figure 6) 
resembles the first one, but in this case, the search field with the search string moves up and down 
when the user scrolls up and down in the entry (the search field has been locked), which is quite 
useful in a long entry in which case the user cannot see the lemma when moving further down the 
page. An interesting question arising from this example is whether the search string turns into a 
(dynamic) lemma as it overlaps with and replaces the static lemma; the search string becomes the 
heading to which the data in the article are addressed. Another interesting point in this example 
is that if a search is made with the plural form press-ups, then the search string in the search field 
is changed into the singular form press-up when the article with the lemma press-up is presented 
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(Figure 8). Thus, it could be argued that, in this case, the search string is actually transformed into 
a lemma in the search field. And then, again, the lemma (or the search string) is redundant.
Figure 8. Searching with press-ups (plural) in Oxford Dictionary
In the third example (Figure 7), the search string is excluded from the search field in the 
presentation of the dictionary article. In this case, the word press-up was typed into the search 
field, but it was excluded from the presentation of the article. Thus, what element actually heads 
a dictionary article – or if something even needs to head an article – is questionable in an online 
environment, cf. Definition 2, which explains that the lemma functions as a type of headline in 
the dictionary article. Another current example concerning the role of the lemma as the headline 
is the presentation of dictionary articles in e-readers. Typically, if a person wants to understand a 
word in an e-text and accesses the integrated dictionary, he is presented with a traditional entry, 
cf. Figure 9, i.e., an entry that contains a vast amount of data. However, in this situation, all he 
needs is a meaning explanation; none of the grammatical information is needed – and not even the 
lemma because the reader can already see the relevant word in the actual text he is reading, i.e., 
the lemma becomes redundant. Thus, in such a digital tool, the lemma should not be considered 
a compulsory element in the presentation of lexicographical data intended to satisfy the user’s 
information need. In this case, an unmentioned lemma would have been more suitable, especially 
as all the sense-related data can be presented in the same screen image.
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Figure 9. Using the integrated dictionary on a Kindle
4.  E-Dictionary Consultation
4.1 Looking up, Searching and Navigating
When consulting a paper dictionary, we look a word up (e.g. by applying our knowledge about the 
alphabet) and try to find data that somehow explain this word or explain words or expressions that 
we think are grouped under this word, cf. the definition of look-up (lookup) in the online Merriam-
Webster’s Dictionary: ‘an act, process, or instance of looking something up (as in a reference 
work or listing)’. Applying this definition, we can still talk about look-ups in an electronic setting, 
but it would be more accurate to use two related terms applied in information science: searching 
and navigating (Bothma 2011: 81).
Searching 
 The directed exploration of a defined information space with a defined objective in view and a defined 
search strategy. I.e. in either a simple or complex search interface, the user applies one or more search 
terms or phrases by means of which the search engine makes a search for articles that match this que-
ry.
Navigating  
The exploration of a defined or undefined information space without using a defined strategy. 
There are two sub-categories:
 a) Browsing: The user has a defined objective, but has no defined search strategy 
	 b)	Surfing: The user has no defined objective in mind, but is serendipitously following links that may 
seem interesting
 According to Bothma (2011: 83), 
 Users usually combine searching and browsing to satisfy an information need. A search, be that 
through a search engine or in an e-dictionary, usually results in multiple results. Users then navigate 
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from the list of results to the actual full text article by following links. Based on the user’s informati-
on needs, multiple links in an article to further articles can be followed (browsed) to enable the user 
to obtain sufficient detail to satisfy his/her information need. A user can also be distracted through in-
teresting snippets and start surfing from article to article, not based on the original information need 
but on a serendipitous interest created by an interesting piece of information.
An important distinction could be made between looking up and searching: When a person makes 
a look-up, he looks through a list of words that function as the headings of dictionary articles, cf. 
Figure 10. The list contains selected words presented in their look-up form, cf. Definition 2. In the 
case of searching, a person does not look through a list of predetermined words, but types a search 
string into a search field. This search string may correspond to the exact form of the heading of the 
article, i.e., the lemma, but it could instead be one of its inflections or conjugations (Figure 11); 
or it could be a combination of words that lead to a relevant lemma (Figure 12). Thus, searching 
involves many more options than looking up; see also de Schryver (2012: 492) and Lew (2013).
Looking up
 Going through a pre-selected list of words (a lemma list) that function as the headings to the entries 
and are, therefore, the entry points to the relevant data
Searching 
 Typing a search string, e.g., a specific word form or a combination of words, in a search field, which 
may lead to the data needed
Figure 10. Alphabetical lemma list     Figure 11. Searching for kvindehadere (plural form)
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Figure 12. Searching for a relevant word based on its meaning
It should be noticed that, in the electronic environment, it is not always the lemma that leads 
the user to the relevant dictionary article, which is contrary to the description in Definition 2. 
In Figure 13, the word dislikes is emphasised when the mouse hovers over the word, and it 
functions as a link in the definition. If the user clicks on this word, he is taken to the entry which 
is headed by this particular word, or rather, its look-up form dislike. In Figure 14, the synonym 
kvindehader (Eng. woman hater) and the antonym mandehader (Eng. man hater) function as links 
to the dictionary articles in which they are the headlines. Thus, the user can be taken to a given 
article not simply by looking up or searching for a specific lemma, but also by navigating articles 
and their links.
Figure 13. The lemma misogynist in Cambridge Dictionary
Figure 14. The lemma misogyn (Eng. misogynist) in The Danish Internet Dictionary
We need to examine these new ways of accessing dictionary articles as the lemma is no longer 
the only item used for gaining access. One of the things to investigate is the role of links. For 
example, since a link in an entry (e.g. an antonym such as mandehader in Figure 14) can take the 
user directly to the entry which the word functioning as the link heads, could we argue that this is a 
lemma as it somehow constitutes the access point to the place where the user can find the data he is 
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looking for? Or perhaps it would be better to introduce the term lemma link to distinguish between 
a link that leads to a lemma and other types of link such as dictionary external website links 
and dictionary internal association links..
If we introduce such a term, it should be made clear that a lemma link can occur in two forms: 
the headline itself as in Figure 15 or a reference text such as “Se artikel” (Eng. See entry) as in 
Figure 16.
Figure 15. Using a lemma link, the word armstrækning, to access an entry
Figure 16. Using a lemma link, “Se artikel”, to access an entry
4.2  Lemmas, Search Options and Search Strings
It is important to make a distinction between lemma, search string and search option (though see 
the discussion about the overlapping presentations of search strings and lemmas in Section 3.2) as 
the search item and the heading of a dictionary article are not always the same. 
In the case of lemma versus search string, some modern e-dictionaries allow their users to 
search with keywords combined with Boolean operators, and many also allow their users to 
search with different word forms that lead the user to the relevant lemma (see some constructed 
examples below). Sometimes, the user is even presented with more than one (potentially) relevant 
lemma as a result of a complex search string. In Ordbogen.com’s Danish-English dictionary 
(Jørgensen/Levin 2018), the user can apply a search string consisting of several words (which, in 
this dictionary, cannot be combined with Boolean operators), and if these do not correspond to a 
lemma or sublemma, the user is presented with an entry for each search term on the same page. 
In Figure 17, a search was made with the string “hængende haver” (Eng. hanging gardens), and 
this resulted in two entries presented on the same page: one with hængende (Eng. hanging) as the 
lemma, and one with have (Eng. garden) as the lemma. 
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Figure 17. Result of using the search string hængende haver
In the first three of the constructed examples below, the search string and the lemma are different, 
whereas in the fourth example, the irregular form has been lemmatised and, therefore, the search 
string and the lemma are identical. In examples 1 and 2, the boxes with interrupted lines contain 
lists of suggested words from which the user can select a word, i.e., the user can click on one of 
the words to access the entry headed by this word.
 
It may also be possible to extract the exact search form (string) from the grammatical paradigm 
incorporated into the database and present this as the lemma in the dictionary article (a dynamic 
structure dependent on the specific search), i.e., leave out the traditional infinitive form as above 
and also leave out all the other verb forms (whether to include any grammatical information at all 
could be discussed); this would be useful in a reception situation in which the verb form applied 
in the text that the user is reading is the most important one.
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To illustrate the difference between search string and search option, we can take a look at The Da-
nish Sign Language Dictionary (Kristoffersen/Troelsgård 2012). This dictionary applies a unique 
definition of lemma based on sign language. The user is provided with four different predefined 
search options, some of them with a limited number of elements from which to choose:
• Handshape
• Location
• Text, including phrase search (“...”) and wildcard search (* and ?)
• Topic 
• Combinations of the above
Figure 18. Search options in The Danish Sign Language Dictionary
In this case, there is a difference between search options and search strings: For search option, the 
user is provided with a number of ways to look for the needed data (this is, for example, also the 
case in several online picture dictionaries in which the user is provided with two search options: 
topic or text), whereas for search string, the user is given the specific option of inserting a search 
string (text) into a search field, i.e., search option 3 in the above list. Thus, this is another good 
example of the way that the electronic medium has opened up for new ways of searching for 
and presenting data that deviate from the traditional understanding of the lemma. Based on this 
example, an additional method of looking for data should be added to searching and navigating 
(and looking up): selecting.
Selecting
 Looking for relevant information by clicking on one or more available search options (i.e., predefined 
categories and subcategories), e.g. “topic”
Furthermore, the concept of lemma applied in this sign dictionary is unique compared to the tra-
ditional definition of the lemma as the sign lemmas are represented through: 
•  A video clip of the base form (and potentially of one or more variants) 
•  A photo
•  A unique gloss, which represents the sign throughout the dictionary, regardless of its actual meaning 
in a given context
•  Drawings of the first location and handshape occurring in the description of the sign’s manual features
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In this case, the lemma is not just the written word, but a combination of different visual and 
written elements (see an example in Figure 19). Therefore, to describe this, the term complex 
lemma may be suggested as it is made up of a number of components that cannot stand alone. 
This point leads to the next topic of this contribution, which concerns the nature of the lemma in 
e-dictionaries.
Figure 19. Presentation of a lemma in The Danish Sign Language Dictionary
5.  The “Nature” of the Lemma
5.1 Linguistic and Non-Linguistic Lemmas
In his well-known discussion of the lemma, which was written more than three decades ago, Wiegand 
follows a linguistics-inspired approach as he makes a distinction between lemma and lemma sign 
(Wiegand 1983). According to his definitions, the lemma sign is the linguistic sign treated in a 
dictionary article, and the lemma is the graphic representation of the linguistic sign. 
 Strictly speaking, the information contained in the microstructure does not refer to the lemma but to 
the linguistic sign which the lemma arbitrarily represents in the macrostructure. The sign may be cal-
led the lemma sign […]. Lemmatising will thus refer to the selection of one single morphological form 
whose function in the macrostructure is to represent the total set of grammatical and morphological 
forms of the linguistic sign treated in the microstructure […] (Hausmann/Wiegand 1989: 329).
In addition to these two conceps, Wiegand (1989: 468) and Hausmann and Wiegand (1989: 329) 
also introduce the notion of Lemmazeichengestaltangabe, which Nielsen (1994: 123-124) translates 
as lemma form realization item, and which can be defined as the typographical realisation of the 
lemma sign found in a word list. The difference between these three lemma concepts can be 
illustrated with the following fictitious dictionary article for hippopotamus:
Lemma = hip po pot a mus (a discontinuous lemma; see Wiegand (1983))
Lemma form realization item = hip·po·pot·a·mus
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Lemma sign = the linguistic sign representing the concept introduced by the lemma hippopota-
mus
What is remarkable about this trichotomy as well as many more of Wiegand’s points regarding 
the lemma is that these terms are clearly based on linguistic concepts and rest on a linguistic 
foundation. For example, the lemma sign resembles the traditional linguistic notion of lexeme, 
which is also defined as an abstract item containing a number of words (word forms) with the same 
basic meaning. Unfortunately, such linguistics-based discussions disregard other considerations 
concerning what can constitute a lemma, e.g. considerations related to technology (Section 5.1.1) 
and lexicographical theory (Section 5.1.2). Therefore, the rest of this section will focus on and 
discuss the lemma in relation to these two points.
5.1.1 Visual Lemmas
To this author’s knowledge, no dictionary yet makes it possible for the user to search for 
information by “typing in”, that is, uploading, drawing or uttering photos, illustrations or sounds 
even though the technology exists or is being developed, cf. the image and oral search options 
available through Google Chrome. Thus, perhaps in the future, a person could insert the following 
search strings and be presented with the following results in a comprehension dictionary (in the 
first example, a photo taken with the mobile phone has been uploaded; in the second example, the 
user has drawn the illustration directly into the search field):
 
  
 
These examples demonstrate that other types of sign than only linguistic ones can (and perhaps 
should) be incorporated as lemmas in future tools.
5.1.2  Function-Based Lemmas
The function theory has mainly discussed communicative functions, i.e., focussing on the 
understanding, writing or translation of linguistic signs. If, instead, we turn the focus towards 
lexicographical needs related to acting non-communicatively, we find that in relation to this 
function, a new understanding of the lemma will have to be introduced – or a completely different 
term is needed. In the case of an operative need, a person wants to know what to do or how to 
do something in a specific situation. At first sight, it appears as if some words are more relevant 
for dictionaries with an operative function than others. If we consider the words below – T-shirt, 
running shoe and press-up – these can be placed at each their point on a scale according to their 
relevance in an operative lexicographical tool for physical training:
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For a lemma such as press-up, to a small extent, the definition of the word (useful for reception) 
will involve an explanation of how to do such an exercise. Though no lemmas are in themselves 
operative, it is quite clear that a word such as this might be connected to an operative need as the 
word is related to some kind of acting. This is the same for words such as rock-paper-scissors, 
which involves the act of playing, and yodelling, which involves the act of singing. A word such 
as running shoe does not involve an explanation on how to do something in the same way as 
press-up does. However, there are clearly operative needs that involve running shoes, e.g., how 
to choose which running shoes to buy or use, or how to clean your running shoes. A word such as 
T-shirt does not seem to be connected to any kind of operative need. People usually do not have 
problems finding out how to wash or choose T-shirts in relation to training as there are no speci-
fic requirements.
Though it may appear as if the words selected for lemmatisation in the examples above for a 
tool with an operative function are press-up, running shoe and T-shirt, it would be more precise to 
conclude that how to do a press-up, how to wash running shoes and how to select running shoes 
are the lemmas. It is actually not the words themselves that are related to an operative need. This 
means that it is not a specific word that forms the lemma, but rather a specific action. We could 
still call this a lemma, but in order to distinguish it from traditional understandings of the lem-
ma, we could instead replace it with a different and practically applicable term such as “action”.
If we return to the topic of lemmatisation mentioned earlier, or perhaps, “actionisation”, we 
could “actionise” operative needs as full questions or they could be actionised as short phrases. 
These actions would then be connected to a specific nucleus. This approach is similar to the one 
applied in The Dictionary of Fixed Expressions, which involves the connection between a nucleus 
and the fixed expressions (see also Bergenholtz/Bothma/Gouws 2011: 36). In the example below, 
we could call aben (Eng. the monkey) the nucleus, and all the mentioned fixed expressions 
containing the word aben are the “lemmas” (if we choose to apply this word in this context) to 
which the meaning explanation is connected.
Figure 20. A search with aben in The Dictionary of Fixed Expressions
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Thus, if someone has an operative need, the person should be able to make a search in an opera-
tive dictionary by typing in a search string (one or more keywords and/or images) and then the 
list of results should contain the different actions related to this search string. Instead of focusing 
on lemmas, we could distinguish between the following three core terms:
Search string 
 What the user types in the search field in the tool, i.e. word(s) and/or image(s), perhaps combined with 
Boolean operators
Nucleus
 An abstraction in the form of a word to which one or more actions are connected
Action
 An abstraction that represents the operative need that the user wants to satisfy and which functions as 
the name of the article that contains the relevant data
Some lexicographers might argue that the nucleus is the same as a lemma, but people are not 
searching for words in relation to operative needs; they do not want to act in relation to a word. 
E.g., if you want to know how to do a burpee, this has nothing to do with the word burpee, but 
instead the exercise burpee. However, in order to make it possible for lexicographers to collect 
and administer data on operative needs in a database, it is necessary to connect the data to these 
nuclei – if this is not done, there will be too many cards in the database to administer.
We also need to distinguish between (1) the database cards that contain different database 
fields, (2) search result lists and (3) dictionary articles. If we take running shoe as an example, 
a person may want to know how to clean his running shoes, i.e., this is the operative need he 
experiences. Let us imagine there are three database cards with the nucleus running shoe as these 
represent three different types of operative needs that are relevant in a lexicographical training 
tool: cleaning, choosing and tying running shoes, respectively. Each of the cards contains one or 
more actions, i.e. different written forms that all represent the same operative need (“synonyms”). 
No matter which action the user types into the search field, he will be presented with the relevant 
entry. Below, five different search strings (shoe; running shoe; clean; running shoe AND clean; 
How do I clean my running shoes?) have been applied to show the different result lists that appear 
from these searches.
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Database (3 database cards)
Nucleus running shoe
Action(s) choose running shoe
pick running shoe
select running shoe
Instruction … [Instruction 1]
Level	of	difficulty …
Equipment …
Etc.
Nucleus running shoe
Action(s) clean running shoe
wash running shoe
Instruction … [Instruction 2]
Level	of	difficulty …
Equipment …
Etc.
Nucleus running shoe
Action(s) tie running shoe
Instruction … [Instruction 3]
Level	of	difficulty …
Equipment …
Etc.
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The database cards are structured around one nucleus and one or more actions that are different 
representations of the same operative need. A dictionary article only contains one action (even if 
the connected database card contains more than one), but similar actions will be connected to the 
same data. Thus, searches made with synonymous actions, e.g. “clean running shoe” and “wash 
running shoe”, will result in similar entries. The only difference between the entries will be the 
action that functions as the heading.
If we follow this lemma approach in operative tools, i.e., abandoning the (traditional) lemma 
and incorporating actions (or at least, redefining the lemma), what are the consequences for 
dictionaries with other functions? Is the action just as useful a concept for non-operative tools 
as for operative ones? If we follow a typology of dictionary functions in which we distinguish 
between comprehension, acting (communicative and non-communicative) and cognition1, we 
may draw the following picture of the relation between functions, needs and lemmas:
1  This typology deviates a little from the usual typology applied by most function theorists, who distinguish between 
communication (including reception, production, etc.), cognition, operation and interpretation.
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• Comprehension
Understanding linguistic or non-linguistic signs: the need is “I want to understand this sign”. The 
needs are similar here (it is all a matter of understanding something) and, therefore, they can be 
expressed just with the sign representing this need:
• I want to understand the meaning of elephant  lemma = elephant
• I want to understand the meaning of red card  lemma = red card
• I want to understand the meaning of kick the bucket  lemma = kick the bucket
• I want to understand the meaning of                   lemma =               (and no swimming sign)
• Communicative acting
Producing, revising or translating texts (where “text” is used in a broad sense) containing lingu-
istic and/or non-linguistic signs: the need is “I want to use this sign communicatively”. This type 
of acting is related to the specific sign, e.g. a word or a traffic sign, and there is a limited number 
of ways to act with these (e.g. related to spelling, grammar and equivalents). Therefore, we could 
decide to let the sign represent the need(s):  
• I want to spell the word X  lemma = X
• I want to know how to write X in the plural  lemma = X
• I want to know the grammatical gender of X  lemma = X
• I want to know the equivalent of the English word X in Danish  lemma = X
• I want to know the equivalent of                 in Denmark2  lemma                 = (and dead end sign)
• Non-communicative acting (= Operation)
The need is “I want to act in a certain way that does not involve communication”. The needs are 
quite diverse when we move beyond operative needs related to the “Highly relevant” category 
mentioned above, and the needs are not related to the words or signs themselves, only to nuclei. 
Therefore, these needs have to be expressed with actions instead of lemmas:
• I want to know how to do a burpee
       action instead of lemma, i.e. how to do a burpee (nucleus = burpee)
• I want to know how to cut a tree
        action instead of lemma, i.e. how to cut down a tree (nucleus = tree)
• I want to know how to plant a tree
         action instead of lemma, i.e. how to plant a tree (nucleus = tree)
• I want to know how to make an Easter letter
         action instead of lemma, i.e. how to make an Easter letter (nucleus = Easter letter)
2  Notice that it is the sign to which we want to find an ”equivalent”, not the word dead end. In Denmark, this traffic 
sign looks different.
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• Cognition
The need is “I want to gain knowledge about something”. This “something” could be a word 
(e.g. if you are looking for etymological information about a word or want to know the difference 
in meaning between two words), but it could also be about something completely different, e.g. 
knowledge about the abortion limit in Denmark or the four stages of sleep. In The Danish Internet 
Dictionary, the information to satisfy such needs are found in the so-called lexical remarks in 
the entries for svangerskabsafbrydelse (Eng. termination of pregnancy) and REM-søvn (Eng. 
REM sleep). In these examples, the cognitive needs are represented by a lemma, or rather, by a 
word, which may not be the most useful solution as the user cannot know beforehand whether 
the articles represented by such lemmas will contain the relevant information. Cognitive needs 
are very diverse, and, unfortunately, not much research has been made into this type of need. 
Therefore, it is also unclear what the best solution would be in terms of applying actions and 
lemmas in a cognitive lexicographical tool. Perhaps a different term representing such cognitive 
needs should be introduced, e.g. enquiry. Examples of such needs could be:
• I want to know in what country the city Mogadishu is placed
• I want to know the etymology of the word wife
• I want to know about the rules of football for a school paper I am working on
• I want to know why it is impolite to use the word Negro
• I want to know if I can improve my running speed through backwards running
• I want to know the Danish rules for termination of pregnancy
For example
Nucleus: pregnancy
• Cognitive need 1: I want to know when you are allowed to terminate pregnancy in Denmark  enquiry 
instead of lemma, i.e. when is it legal to terminate pregnancy
• Cognitive need 2: I want to know how long it usually takes to become pregnant  
 enquiry instead of lemma, i.e. how long to become pregnant
• Etc.
5.2	 	User-Defined	Lemmas
As a last short comment to the nature of the lemma in e-dictionaries, it is also important to 
mention Tarp’s introduction of the user-defined lemma or ad hoc-lemma (2008: 112). This is a 
lemma that is not predefined by the lexicographer, but is unique to the specific search made by 
the user and can be extracted from the database based on the available data and the way they are 
organised. Tarp presents the example of searching for nouns without singular forms in which case 
the ad-hoc lemma to which the search results are connected is nouns without singular forms. The 
following is a hypothetical search result of such a query.
nouns without singular forms
•  amends
•  clothes
•  glasses
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•  pyjamas
•  scissors
•  etc.
This unique search result with a lemma and its assigned data is not derived from a fixed (pre-
defined) structure, but has been possible to derive due to search options that can be provided in a 
digital tool. This lemma may appear awkward compared to traditional lemmas, but it is plausible 
that, for example, students of English would conduct such a search. As a result of this lemma 
approach, “the whole idea of what constitutes a lemma needs to be reconsidered” (Tarp 2008: 
112).
6.	Conclusion:	A	Function-Based	and	Technology-Based	Redefinition	of	Lemma
It should be clear from the descriptions above that the role of the lemma in modern digital tools 
has needed to be questioned and investigated. From a function-based and technology-based 
viewpoint of the lemma, this contribution suggests the following provisional definition of lemma 
in e-tools:
Lemma (in an e-dictionary)
 The lemma expresses a lexicographical information need either implicitly (e.g. a need for understan-
ding the meaning of a word or other type of sign – in this case the lemma is the representation of this 
word or sign) or explicitly (e.g. a need for information on how to act non-communicatively – in this 
case the need is expressed as a phrase or a question and could be called an action) in a standalone le-
xicographical tool or in a different type of e-tool that incorporates (integrated) dictionaries or lexico-
graphical data. A lemma may function as the heading of an entry or be excluded if it is redundant (un-
mentioned lemma). A lemma can be (1) predefined by the lexicographer, (2) defined by the user (ad 
hoc-lemma) though his or her choice of lemma is limited by the data categories incorporated into the 
specific dictionary, or (3) semi-automatically extracted as it can be derived from some of the data in-
corporated by the lexicographer and used as a specific search string by a user.
This elaborate definition downplays the role of the lemma in e-dictionaries compared to paper 
dictionaries. In this digital context, it is not considered a compulsory component in an entry (it 
is not always needed as a heading), cf. Definition 2; it is not viewed as a linguistic concept, cf. 
Definition 2; and it is not seen as an element whose main role is to establish the relation between 
the macrostructure and microstructure, cf. Definition 1. Furthermore, it is not a static entity – 
which makes it difficult to determine the exact lemma stock (the amount of chosen lemmas) 
in a dictionary – and, most importantly, the lemma is not the only entity with which users can 
access the needed data from a lexicographical tool. It is clear that this definition of the lemma 
is not applicable for paper dictionaries. Instead, the following general description of the lemma 
can be applied – and this can then be divided into lemmas for paper dictionaries and lemmas for 
e-dictionaries and other e-tools:
Lemma
 lexicographical unit that directly or indirectly expresses and represents an information need and which 
is used for finding and presenting data in a lexicographical tool or some other digital tool incorpora-
ting lexicographical data
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The definitions of lemma provided at the beginning of this contribution were derived from two 
dictionaries published in the late 1990s. In general, these dictionaries base their definitions on the 
paper environment, but lexicography needs a new dictionary of lexicographical terms that focuses 
on the digital environment. I hope that this article will lay the foundation for the production of 
such a tool.
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